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John Paul Kale Recognized by the Rockford Chamber
of Commerce
ROCKFORD – Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren s.c. (Reinhart) is pleased to announce
that John Paul Kale (JP) has received a Superlative Award from the Rockford
Chamber of Commerce for its "Smartest in the Room" category, presented at a
reception at the Byron Forest Preserve on June 15. In addition, Kale was featured
in the ONE Magazine Spring 2023 edition, speaking about this honor.

"JP is a highly skilled attorney with deep insights into chemical, mechanical and
electrical technologies," said shareholder and chair of Reinhart's Intellectual
Property Practice, Jeffery Makeever. "His ability to translate both technology and
law for clients make him an invaluable member of our team, and we are proud to
see him recognized for his keen intellect."

Kale is a shareholder and registered patent attorney in Reinhart's Intellectual
Property Practice, where he advises solo inventors, startups and multinational
corporations on the complexities of the patent process, providing them with
sophisticated intellectual property protection strategies that involve utility and
design patents, trade secret protection, trademarks and copyrights, both
domestically and internationally.
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